From: Christy Collins <christy_m_collins@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 4:02:41 AM
To: Kogut, Thomas (DPUC) <Thomas.Kogut@dpuc.ri.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] : Re: PPL Rhode Island

Heads Up Rhode Island please look what PPL aka LG&E has done in Pennsylvania and Kentucky- They really do not care about public interest. They are attempting to get a foothold without approval or public comment considerations.

Bullitt Countians for Justice

Your bills will go up by PPL during a Nationwide Pandemic while everyone is struggling
Tell PPL No!
Pull together and fight this!

Please feel look at the Public Comment section as well the hearing videos posted under our case.

Know PPL not only claimed zero paying no taxes -got a tax return over 9 million last year ( when they weren’t collecting cut off or late fees ) Also getting a a substantial cut in the rate increase they wanted due to the opposition.

They have created a Monopoly Price Gouging

You have our Support

https://www démocratie underground.com/107415577 [d emoc ratic underground.com]
https://psc.ky.gov/Case/ViewCaseFilings/2020-00350/ [psc.ky.gov]

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android [go.onelink.me]
Luly E. Massaro,
Commission Clerk Rhode Island
Division of Public Utilities and Carriers 89
Jefferson Boulevard Warwick, RI 02888

Re: Petition of PPL Corporation, PPL Rhode Island Holdings, LLC, National Grid USA, and The Narragansett Electric Company for Authority to Transfer Ownership of The Narragansett Electric Company to PPL Rhode Island Holdings, LLC and Related Approval

Please I ask for a moment of consideration.
I reside in Bullitt County, Kentucky. I only really wish you would please investigate PPL Corporation here in Kentucky known as Louisville Gas and Electric KU PPL.
I will send you several Public Service Commission Cases ,videos, pictures, social media and petition, as well as our outcry / pleadings of this company and what it has done to our community and state. I do not want them to be able to inflict harm anywhere elsewhere with their omissions and falsehoods. Since 2016, in this Ky PSC case - 2016-00371 (please see case and post case status: https://psc.ky.gov/Case/ViewCaseFiling/2016-00371 [psc.ky.gov]) there has been but angst and uncertainty.
Their has been obtained documentation from condemnation Court that this is not for "Public Need" or "Economic Growth".
Here are a few articles from a local NPR affiliate

https://wfl.org/lge-records-show-bernheim-pipeline-would-primarily-benefit-jim-beam/?utm_source=Louisville+Public+Media&utm_campaign=8608feb65f-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_01_08_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3e123d2345-8608feb65f-167754997&mc_cid=8608feb65f&mc_eid=66916c6581&fbclid=IwAR3xh9sD8iw4stoOoYnNH_dGKDw3zdLQPyToP16FhALzT2mZ-KExx-QS6Pl[wfl.org]


https://wfl.org/lge-gas-pipelines-path-would-remove-forest-impact-endangered-species/[wfl.org]


It was proven that this pipeline that has derived from these two monopoly ,colluding to raises rates four times since 2013 .lies, and condemns lands bankrupting communities, harassing women .threatening the disabled residents into signing easement agreements .intimidation of women and children, Stalking women taking pics , all while poisoning them ,then being allowed to continue to dump mercury into the Ohio River now and for two more years passed what was against and settled on . I felt as thought you might want to know who you are considering doing business with


( LgeKu PPL are currently going to void this settlement without their consent and continue to dump mercury and coal ash into the Ohio River per our Attorney General Daniel Cameron)
https://earthjustice.org/blog/2021-april/making-the-law-more-than-words-on-a-page [earthjustice.org]


There really isn’t a brief summary to any of this unfortunately.

These are only fractions.

The groundwater case is because there isn’t and sewers all of the water drains into swails and karst. The projectected pathways will be going through three caves and several sinkholes having unstable soils. The segments of pipes even welded / bolted will have so much tension with just the change of the Temps and hydro static soils let alone erosion it will create leaks filling up the karst pathways and polluting the groundwater. Jim Beam said this path was chosen because they did not want their waters poisoned. Literally inferring that poisoning groundwater, and seven creeks and streams would ok as long as it is at the citizens expense not their Bourbon water. ( many people have old cinder block constructed cisterns and wells for drinking water) ponds for agriculture ky proud farmers as well as endangered wildlife and insects. Groundwater Protection Plan and Clean Water Act water Quality.

The drilled wells have been swept under the rug regardless of everything even with email trails, cameras and omissions- the state is not holding lgeku or their surveying team accountable- thus adding more abandoned wells for the state to have to manage or maintain once a problem occurs. The core samples has all ready opened up aquifers creating more vast sinkholes damaging local farmers property outside of the project pathway of the pipeline. I did two cases of that as well one for the violations of clean drinking water as well as groundwater protection of the wells opening up and draining out groundwater/ aquifers ( using the code above and the Clean Water Act )

The Bernheim case is for Floodway Fema Permit- the 401 water quality and the seven creeks and streams

***********

- that doesn’t touch

The caves need a archeological/ biological research
- The ethnic historic slave cemetery - that the family has not been notified of the exhumation of the bodies or reburial

- The Native American Cemeteries and Artifacts

- Glade Crest is one of six or seven endangered plants

- Numerous bats, raptors, wildlife, aquatic rare mussels and insects/pollinators

- or the F.C.C. Federal Trade Commission complaints for Unfair Business Practices and the numerous Anti Trust laws complaints

and Ada (American Disability Act complaints)

There is also audio, video of 320ft wells breaking through aquifers in intense karst terrain without permits possibly causing contamination in drinking water and groundwater. No water quality testing because they are currently poisoning our waterways with coal tar and asbestos, this is how they take care of existing pipelines.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

Thank you so much, I apologize again for this being choppy. I just wanted to make sure you have plenty of information.

With this many layers, and issues. It is all important and hard to condense.

Respectfully

Christy Collins
(502) 718-5622
christy_m_collins@yahoo.com